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Supplementary Remarks on Frobenίusean Algebras II
By Tadasi NAKAYAMA (Nagoya) and Masatosi IKEDA
An algebra A over a field F is quasi-Frobeniusean13 if and only
if the dualities
between left and right ideals with respect to annihilation hold, where
ϊ and x are left and right ideals respectively, and I (#) and r (*) denote
left and right annihilators in A respectively. Further A is Frobe-
niusean if and only if besides the annihilation dualities aj and α«) also
the rank relations
A) (ί:F) + (KI):F) = (A:n &) (r : F) + (/(r) : F) = (A : F)
are valid. 2)
The notion of Frobeniusean and quasi -Frobeniusean algebras as
well as these duality criteria have been extended to general rings with
minimum condition. In this note we shall study some properties of a
ring with the duality aj for left ideals, and show, among others, that
only the duality relations a^ and #,) or αj are sufficient for an
algebra to be Frobeniusean or quasi-Frobeniusean respectively.
Let A be a ring with minimum condition for left and right ideals.
(We shall understand by a ring always such a ring.) Let N be the
radical of A, A/N — A = A
α
 -f- A2 -f- ... -f Aκ be the direct decomposi-
tion of A into simple two-sided ideals Ά
κ
 and let f^, eK9i, eκ = eκ,19
fdKj
cKtiί and Eκ = Σ
 e
κ>ί (/c = 1, ... , fc) have the same meaning as in S. I
/ = !
or Fr. I§1; namely e
κ
,t (κ = 1, ... , k\ i = 1, ... , /fjc)) are mutually
1) See Part I, Froc. Jap. Acad. (1949) (referred to SI) or Nakayama, On Frobe-
niusean algebras I, II, III, Ann. Math. 40 (1939), 42 (1941), Jap. J. Math 18 (1942) (referred
to Fr I, II, III)
2) Of course αj), «2) follow respectively from βj), β2)> since / ( r ( ί ) ) Z ) f , r ( / ( r ) ) ~2v,
r (I (r ({))} = r ({) and / (r (/ (r))) — / (r) always. The same is the case with the modified
rank relation β') in Fr II, Theorem 7; namely β x ) implies α j ) and <*>), and is sufficient,
by itself, to secure that a ring A is Frobeniusean, provided A has composition series
for left and right ideal s.
with Cz and C
r
 denoting left and right composition lengths, are sufficient (and necessary)
in order that an algebra or a ring be quasi-Frobeniusean.
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orthogonal primitive idempotent elements whose sum is a principal
idempotent element E of A, whence A = Σ "Σ Ae^ + l(Φ) C=Σ Σ'
/C = l i = \ /C = l έ = l
e^A + τ(EJ) is the direct decomposition of A into directly indecompo-
sable left (right) ideals Ae
κ
,t (eκ,tA) and l(E} (r(EJ) here AeKίi (eKtiA) and
Aβ
λ
,j (e
λ
,^A) are operator isomorphic if and only if κ = \. CKίltj(i =
1> ••• > / c / c j » / = 1* ••• »/c*j) are πiatric units and C
κ
,ti = eκ,t, for each
κ
,i, and CKti3C^m = ίκ^ίΛCκ^m. The residue class Eκ of #„ mod. N
is, for each *:, the unit element of simple ring A
κ
.
Theorem 1. Let A be a ring with the dualihj <*,). Then A posses-
ses a unit element, and there exists a permutation π of (1,2,..., k) such
that for each K,
(i) The largest completely reducible right subideal x
κ
 of e
κ
A is a
direct sum of simple right ideals isomorphic to e^KA/er^K)Nt and
(it) Ae
τ
^K) has a unique simple left subideal l^(K) and \^K) is isomor-
phic to Ae
κ
/Ne
κ
.
Proof.
We proceed stepwise:
1) By the duality aj we have I (r (0)) = 0 = I (A*).
2) We denote I (N) by R. Then r (Re
κ
J ~>N\J (E-e
κ
J A. Here
the right hand side is a maximal right ideal of A, whence r(ReKti}
coincides with either N\J(E—e
κ
^A or A. If r(ReK9t) = A, then,
ReKίt = I (A) = 0, by the duality. If r (ReKti) = N\J (E-eκ^ A and
Re
κ
,t contains a proper left subideal I then r(ΐ)^>r (ReKίί) by the
duality, and so' r (ί) = A, 1 = 1 (A) — 0. Hence ReKtt is either a simple
left ideal or zero.
3) R = RE + (R A l(EJ) and A = EA+ r(E). Here l(E) and r(E)
are contained in N hence (R f\ l(EJ) A = (R f\ l(EJ) (EA + r(EJ) = 0.
Therefore, by 1) R f\ l(E} = 0, whence R = RE.
4) R = RE = Σ Re
κ
,
ίt and ReKjί is either a simple left ideal or
K,ί
zero. So NR = 0, namely Rζlr (N). We denote r (N) by L.
5) REK is a two-sided ideal. For, A = Σ EλAEλ \J N, whenceA
REKA == /?£"« (Σ £", AS, \J N~)C: REK. Moreover r (REJ ^N\J(E-
λ
JE7J A, and here the right hand side is a maximal two-sided ideal.
Hence REK is either a simple two-sided ideal or zero, as we see in a
similar way as in 2).
6) EKR is a (not only right, but) two-sided ideal. For, A =
ΣE>AE
λ
\J N, Rζ^L, and so AEKR = (Σ E,AEλ \J N) EKR C EKR.
λ λ
EKR is a non-zero ideal for each K, since e^ .β is the largest com-
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pletely reducible right subideal of βKtίA.
7) R = RE = Σ REK = ER + (R f\ ?'(#)) = Σ EKR + (R [\K K
R f\ r(E) is a (not only right, but) two-sided ideal, because A = EAE \J
N,Rζ^L and so A (R Γ\ r(E^ = (EAE \J ΛΓ) (R f\ r(E^ = 0. Hence
the extreme right member of the above equation is a direct decom-
position into k non-zero two-sided ideals E^R and R f\ r(E}, while
the third is a direct decomposition into at most k simple two-sided
ideals REK. This shows that EKR is a simple two-sided ideal, R f\
r(£7) = 0 and REK is a non-zero two-sided ideal, for each K.
8) Rf\r (#) = 0 implies r (E) = 0. Hence A = EA + r (E) = EA
and l(E} = l (EA) = l ( A ) = 0 according to 1). So A = AE + I (£7) =
AE, and E is a unit element of A.
9) EKL is a (not only right, but) two -sided ideal. For, A =
Σ E
λ
AE
λ
 \J N whence Λ^L = (Σ E
λ
AE
λ
 \J ΛΓ) EKL C ^ L. Z (^L)
λ
1^2N\J A(1—EK*). Since the right hand side is a maximal two-sided
ideal and I (EKL) is also a two-sided ideal, / (EKL) is equal either to
N \J A (l-i7J or to A. If Z (^L) = A, then r (A) — r (ϊ (^L)) 2 EKL.
But the left hand side is zero, since A possesses unit element, and so
EKL must vanish too. If l(EKL) = N \J A (1—EJ, however, then
r (I (EKLy) = r (N \J A (l—Eκy) = EKL. Now we consider a composition
series
A ^  N \J A (1-Eκ) ^>3O32 ^  -O 0
of two-sided ideals of A. If a left ideal I' is a proper subideal of a
left ideal I, then r(ΐ) is a proper subideal of r(I') by the duality for
left ideals. Hence the series
has the same length as the above series, and, therefore this is also a
composition series of two-sided ideals of A, and r(N \J A (1— EKJ) =
^L is a simple two-sided ideal. Thus ^L is either a simple two-
sided ideal or zero.
Therefore EKL N = Q for every *, and L is contained in R, which
gives, when combined with 4), L = R. We denote this by M.
10) According to 7) we have two direct decompositions of M into
simple two-sided ideals :
M = Σ MEK = Σ EKM
K K.
There exists then a permutation π of (1,2, ... , fc) such that ME
π(K} =
E^M for each /e. This shows that Me
πr/Γ),/, which is by 2) and /? —
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L = M the unique simple left subideal of Ae
nfK)ti, is isomorphic to
Ae
κ
/Ne
κ
, while the largest completely reducible right subideal eKtiM
of eKiiA is a direct sum of simple subideals isomorphic to eτJKA/eΓ(κ,N.
This completes our proof.
In the case of algebras, we have, on combining this theorem and
Theorem 1 of SI, the following
Theorem 2. An algebra A, with a finite rank over a field F, is
quasί-Frobenίusean if (and only if) a^) I (r (I)) = I for every left ideal I
in A. A is further Frobenίusean if (and only if) besides a^
is valid for every left ideal I in A. 3j
The assertion of Theorem 2 is not valid for rings (with minimum
condition) in general. 4) But a ring A with the duality aj possesses a
unit element, and, satisfies so the maximum condition also hence A
possesses composition series of either right ideals and left ideals.
Theorem 3. Let A be a ring (with minimum condition} with the
duality aj for left ideals. A is quasi-Frobenίusean if (and only if} A
has the same composition lengths for right and left ideals. Further A
is Frobeniusean if (and only if) /CΛ:) = / fπCΛ. j ; for each K besides the
above condition.
Proof. Assume that A has the same composition lengths for right
ideals and left ideals. By Theorem 1 Me^ is a simple left ideal and
eK,tM is a direct sum of simple subideal isomorphic to eπ<:κ)A/eπ(κ,N.
The left annihilator of eKtlM contains a maximal left ideal N\J
ACl—e^, and is so equal either to A or to N \J A (I — eK9i}. But if
I (e
κ
«M) = A then r (A) = r (I (eKtlMJ) 2 eKtiM, which gives a contradic-
tion, since A has unit element, r(A) = 0, while e
κ
,tM~\-Q. Therefore
I (e
κ
.tM) = N\JA(1- eκj . and r (I (e^MJ) = r(N\JA(l- eKttj) = eκ,tM.
Consider now a composition series :
of left ideals. By the duality for left ideals, the series
r(A-) = Q<r(N\JA (l-e
κ
,tj) = eK)ίM C r ft) C r (I2) C ••• C r (0) =p= A
has the same length as the above series. Then by our assumption
this series must be a composition series of right ideals of A. There-
fore eK9iM is a simple right ideal. This shows that A is quasi-Fro-
beniusean.
3) The last assertion is a rather immediate consequence of the first. For αj), α2) and
]) together imply βL>) as we see readily.
4) See SI,
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In our above proof of Theorem 1 we used only I (A) = I (r (0)) = 0
and that I^Ϊ0, with left ideals I and I0, implies r(ί)(r(ϊπ,). So. we may
restate our theorems in the following forms refined in this sense:
Theorem 4. If A is a ring in which I ^ > Ϊ0, with left ideals I and
Ϊ0, then the duality a^ holds for every left ideal ί in A, and conversely.
Proof. Let ϊ be a left ideal of A. If the above condition is satis-
fied and Z(r(I))^I, then r (I (r (I))) = r (I) C r (I), which is absurd.
Corollary. Let A be a ring in which I ^  I
n
, r ^> r(, imply r (I) C^ r (I0),
I (r) C^ I (to) respectively, with left ideals I, I0 and right ideals τ, r0.
Then A is quasi-Frobeniusean.5j
We have further
Theorem 5. A ring A satisfies the duality a^ for left ideals if
(and only if) the duality a^ holds for every nilpotent left ideal.6)
Proof. Assume that the duality aj holds for every nilpotent left
ideal in A. Let I be a left ideal generated by an idempotent e\ 1=^
Ae. Then r(l) = r(e), and τ(e) is the set of elements α — c a ( a ζ A ) .
If c is an element of Z(r(T)), then c (α—ea) = (c—ce) a = 0 for all ele-
ments a of A. But Z (A) = I (r (0)) — 0 by our assumption. Hence
c — ce = 0 and, ceAe — l. This shows Z(r(I)), and thus the duality or,)
holds for I.
As in our proof of Theorem 1, r(Re
κ
,ύ is equal either to A or to
N\J(E-e
κ
,ύA. If r(Re
κ
,ύ = A, then l(A)^Q = l(r(Re
κ
^^Re
κ
^
hence Re
κ
,t is zero. If r(Refc^ = N\J(E—eκ^A and ReKli contains
a simple left ideal I J ? then'
0
 r(lj^r(ReK9t) = N\J(E-eκ^A and,
therefore, r(ϊj) — A, ^ = 0. This shows that Re
κ
,t is either a simple
left ideal or zero. And 3), 4), 5), 6), 7), 8), all remain valid under the
present weaker assumption. Thus A possesses, in particular, a unit
element. Let I2 be a left ideal. We may express it as Ϊ2 — Aβ2 4- I'2,
where e» is an idempotent element and I'2 is contained in N. r (I2) =
r (AeJ A r (I'2) = (1 - β3) A f\ r (Γ2) = (1 - e?) r (I'2), and I (r (I,)) 2 k =
Ae2 -f- I'o. Let « be an element of Z(V(I2)). Then z = ze2 + z (l — ej
and z r (I2) = z (l-β2) r (Γ2) — 0, whence z (l-e2) e I (r (I'2)). This shows
I (r (I,)) — Aβ2 \J I (r (Γ2)). Since I'2 is a nilpotent left ideal, ϊ(r(I/s)) =
F2. Thus I (r (ί2)) = Λe2 + I'2 — I2.
5) Also in our privious criteria of Frob. and quasi-Frob. rings we did not assume
the annihilation dualities α t ) and α«) fully. See Fr. I, Theorems (and Theorem 7) and
Fr II, Theorem 6 (and Theorems 7, 10).
6) See foot note 5).
7) The duality
 α j) holds for our ίj. For, ίj is either nilpotent or idempotent. And,
if ί j is nilpotent, then the duality for ^ is valid by our assumption. If f ] is idempotent,
then it is generated by an idempotent element and the duality holds for f j .
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Next we have
Lemma. A ring A is directly decomposable into a bound ring and
a semi -simple ring here a ring is called a bound ring if R f\L^N.s>
Now we can refine Theorem 2 as follows :
Theorem 6. An algebra A, with a finite .rank over a field F, is
quasi- Frobeniusean if (and only if) the duality aj holds for every nil-
potent left ideal.' A is further Frobeniusean if (and only if) besides a^
the rank relation β^ is valid for every nilpotent simple left ideal. 9 )
Proof. The first half is an immediate consequence of Theorems 2
and 5. To prove the second, we observe first that A = A
λ
 0 A2 is
Frobeniusean if and only if subrings A! and A2 are so, and that if the
conditions of the second part are satisfied in A, then they are also
satisfied in A^ and A*. So we may, by virtue of the above lemma,
restrict ourselves to the case of a bound algebra A, satisfying our
conditions.
A is quasi-Frobeniusean, any how, and so Me^CK) is a simple left
ideal isomorphic to Ae
κ
/Ne
κ
. Hence (Me
πCΛυ : F) = (Aeκ/Neκ : F') =
frK) (eκAeκ/eκNeκ : F). Since A is a bound algebra, MerJKl is a nilpotent
simple left ideal. So
(Me
π
cK) : F) = (A : F)-(r (Mβπ(/c)) : F) = (A : F)-(N \J (1-έ^J A : F)
But e
κ
Ae
κ
/e
κ
Ne
κ
 ^
 e
^K)Ae^K)/e^:K)NerJtt) as was shown in the proof of
Theorem 3 in Fr. I, hence f^ = f^.K), is valid, for each *. This
shows that A is Frobeniusean.
(Received July 21, 1949)
8) See M. Ή.\LL, The position of the radical in an algebra, Trans. Amer. Math. Soc.
48 (1940), Theorem 2.
9) See footnote 5),
